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THE SHEBA SOUND
Two oboes, bassoon and harpsichord

KALEIDOSCOPE

THE SHEBA SOUND - CD1
1 Bach, arr. Langford, Gigue

(2:41)

Deirdre Lind, Catherine Smith (oboes),
Deirdre Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Alastair Ross
(harpsichord) with rhythm section.
Pye (1981), previously unreleased

2 Hefti, arr. Langford, The Odd Couple

(2:46)

Pye for the BBC REC 277 (1977), producer Graham Whiting. Released
by arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

(4:20)

Catherine Smith, Deirdre Lind (oboes), Deirdre
Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Harold Lester (harpsichord).
Pye for the BBC REC 277 (1977), producer Graham Whiting. Released by
arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

4 Bull, arr. Lester, The King's Hunt

(2:23)

Catherine Smith, Sandra Mackay (oboes), Nicholas
Hunka (bassoon), David Owen Norris (harpsichord).
BBC recording (c1987), released by arrangement with BBC Music,
2006 BBC

5 Traditional Arabic Song, arr. Langford,

On the Palm Tree
(2:31)
Valerie Taylor (oboe), Robin Kennard (bassoon),
John Alley (harpsichord), Catherine Smith (hand
drum). Live recording at the Royal Oman Symphony Orchestra
School, Muscat (1989)
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12 Runswick, Hawkeye

(2:38)

Catherine Smith, Deirdre Lind (oboes), Deirdre
Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Alastair Ross (harpsichord)
Sheba Sound recording (1980), producer Graham Whiting

Catherine Smith, Deirdre Lind (oboes), Deirdre
Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Harold Lester (harpsichord).

3 Müller, Zwei Freunde - Polka de Concert

6 Boyce,

Allegro from Sonata no 10 in E minor

7 Ashlyn, The Bassoon Song

(3:13)

Gabriel Woolf (voice), Nicholas Hunka (bassoon),
David Owen Norris (piano).
Live recording at the Wigmore Hall, London (1984)

8 Anon, arr. Lester, Can Shee Forgive? (1:25)

Catherine Smith, Sandra Mackay (oboes),
Nicholas Hunka (bassoon), David Owen Norris
(harpsichord). BBC recording (c1987), released by arrangement
with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

Two Beatles songs, arr. Hymas
9 Here Comes the Sun

KALEIDOSCOPE

(2:27)

(2:41)
Catherine Smith (oboe), Deirdre Lind (cor anglais,
oboe), Deirdre Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Harold
Lester (harpsichord). Pye for the BBC REC 277 (1977), producer
10 Obladi, Oblada

(3:02)

Catherine Smith, Sandra Mackay (oboes),
Nicholas Hunka (bassoon), David Owen Norris
(harpsichord). BBC recording (c1987), released by arrangement
with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

13 Byrd, arr. Lester,

The Earl of Salisbury's Pavane

(1:54)

Rocked Baroque to Folk Music

Langford, Folk Song arrangements
15 J'ai du bon Tabac (French)

(2:13)

16 The Little Fisherman (Flemish)

(1:48)

17 Viva and all that (Italian)

(2:20)

18 Bonny at Morn (Northern English)

(2:55)

19 Lost Paraguayos (Paraguay)

(1:49)

Catherine Smith (oboe), Sandra Mackay (cor
anglais), Nicholas Hunka (bassoon), David Owen
Norris (harpsichord). BBC recording (c1987), released by

Deirdre Lind (oboe), Catherine Smith (oboe, cor
anglais), Deirdre Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Harold
Lester (harpsichord), Stamping by the ensemble

arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

Pye for the BBC REC 277 (1977), producer Graham Whiting
Released by arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

14 Henry VIII, arr. Richardson,

Greensleeves

(3:27)

Deirdre Lind, Catherine Smith (oboes), Deirdre
Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Alastair Ross (harpsichord)
with rhythm section. Pye (1981), previously unreleased.

20 Couperin, arr. Langford,

(2:42)

Les Baricades Mistérieuses

Deirdre Lind, Catherine Smith (oboes), Deirdre
Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Alastair Ross
(harpsichord) with rhythm section. Pye single (1981)
21 Langford, The Carnival of Venice

(6:47)

Catherine Smith (oboe), Sandra Mackay (cor
anglais), Nicholas Hunka (bassoon), David Owen
Norris (piano). Live recording at the Wigmore Hall, London (1984)

Graham Whiting Released by arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

11 Purcell, arr. Dods, Two Interludes

(2:03)

Total Time 58:13

Catherine Smith, Sandra Mackay (oboes).
Nicholas Hunka (bassoon), David Owen Norris
(harpsichord). Live recording at the Wigmore Hall, London (1984)
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REFLECTIONS

THE SHEBA SOUND - CD2
1 Georg Friedrich Handel (1685-1759)
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba
(3:13)
Catherine Smith, Deirdre Lind (oboes),
Deirdre Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Harold Lester (harpsichord)
Pye REC 277, Recorded 1977 at All Saints Church, Petersham.
Producer Graham Whiting, engineer Tryggvi Tryggvason. Released by
arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

Giuseppe San Martini (1695-1750)
Trio Sonata no 5 in G
2 Allegro
3 Andante
4 Allegro

(2:41)
(2:20)
(2:26)

Catherine Smith, Deirdre Lind (oboes), Deirdre DundasGrant (bassoon), Harold Lester (harpsichord).
Pye REC 277, Recorded 1977 at All Saints Church, Petersham.
Producer Graham Whiting, engineer Tryggvi Tryggvason
Released by arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

David Matthews (b1943)
Toccatas and Pastorals, Op 13
5 Fanfares
5 Aria
5 Ground
5 Nocturne
5 Berceuse
5 Scherzo
5 Fanfares

12 François Couperin (1668-1733)
Les Nations, Deuxième Ordre
(8:16)
- Suite L'espagnole
Gravement et measure - Vivement affectureusement
(1:29) - Legerment (2:34) - Gayement (3:43) - Air
tendre (5:25) - Vivement et marqué (6:38)
Catherine Smith, Deirdre Lind (oboes), Deirdre DundasGrant (bassoon), Alastair Ross (harpsichord)
Sheba Sound Recording (1980) at St James Church Clerkenwell
Producer Graham Whiting

Elizabeth Maconchy (1907-94)
Trittico
13 Preludio
14 Ninna Nanna
15 Finale

REFLECTIONS
Jean-Michel Damase (b1928)
Suite pour Quatre
20 Andante
21 Allegro molto
22 Marcato moderato
23 Scherzando
24 Allegro vivo

Baroque and Contemporary works

(2:33)
(1:00)
(4:15)
(0:56)
(1:43)

Catherine Smith, Sandra Mackay (oboes),
Nicholas Hunka (bassoon), David Owen Norris (harpsichord)
BBC recording (c1987), released by arrangement with BBC Music,
2006 BBC

(2:16)
(2:29)
(1:47)

Total Time 57:21

Catherine Smith, Sandra Mackay (oboes),
Nicholas Hunka (bassoon), Harold Lester (harpsichord)
BBC recording (1985), producer Anthony Burton
Released by arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC

(0:58)
(2:22)
(1:33)
(3:39)
(1:47)
(2:29)
(1:03)

Deirdre Lind (oboe, oboe d'amore), Catherine Smith
(oboe, cor anglais), Deirdre Dundas-Grant (bassoon),
Harold Lester (harpsichord)

Michelangelo Jerace (1730-c1793)
Sinfonia no 2 in E minor
16 Largo
17 Fuga
18 Largo
19 Allegro

(1:51)
(1:42)
(1:43)
(2:08)

Catherine Smith, Deirdre Lind (oboes),
Deirdre Dundas-Grant (bassoon), Alastair Ross (harpsichord)
Sheba Sound Recording (1980) at St James Church Clerkenwell
Producer Graham Whiting

BBC recording (1977), producer Anthony Burton
Released by arrangement with BBC Music, 2006 BBC
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Crossing musical boundaries with The Sheba Sound
Jeremy Polmear talks to Catherine Smith about the group, and about the music on these CDs
The Sheba Sound was founded in 1975 by Catherine Smith, and ran for an impressive 22 years. I asked
her how it came about. "I was a freelance oboist working in London, and, to be honest, I felt that life
was getting a bit repetitive. I needed a challenge, I needed to break out of the orchestral rut. I love
making experiments, and exploring new areas of life.
"My starting point for the new group was two oboes, bassoon and harpsichord to play trio sonatas. I
approached the oboist Deirdre Lind and the bassoonist Deirdre Dundas-Grant because they had both played in
the BBC Concert Orchestra, and therefore had experience in playing all kinds of music. Neil Black [a prominent
London oboist] suggested I contact the harpsichordist Harold Lester, who not only played early music with Alfred
Deller, but contemporary music with Cathy Berberian and the London Sinfonietta. Our horizons were limitless.
The name of the group reflects this - 'Sheba', in reference to the best-known baroque piece for two oboes, 'The
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba' by Handel, - and 'Sound', being the kind of name you wouldn't use in strictly
classical circles. All future members of the group shared this eclectic experience of musical styles. I am
particularly grateful to the first members, who made financial sacrifices until we had established ourselves.
"As I wanted the group to be unique in every respect, I decided that
we would play, if possible, unpublished Baroque music, so I spent
hours and hours in libraries looking for interesting scores. Harold
Lester brought his extensive knowledge of early harpsichord music,
and arranged some of it; and I also wanted a more jazzy arranger.
Brian Kay of the King's Singers suggested Gordon Langford, who
had written beautifully for them; he wrote a Folk Song Suite for us
[Kaleidoscope CD, tracks 15 -19], the first of many arrangements.
Our subsequent commissions were not only contemporary serious
music, but also jazz and rock.
"I decided that our presentation was very important. Our dresses
were glamorous, shot silk, in bright reds, and the men had
cummerbunds to match. Each work was introduced by a member of
the group, which was unusual at that time. We commissioned special
music stands from the furniture department of the Royal College of
Art, and draped the furniture on the platform in red velvet.
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"We played all over the UK, in concert
halls, at music clubs and festivals, and
we did regular London concerts at the
Wigmore Hall. One was recorded,
and is the source of several tracks on
these CDs. We often worked with wellknown actors such as Gabriel Woolf
[The Bassoon Song, Kaleidoscope CD,
track 7], Derek Jacobi, Nicolas
Parsons and Spike Milligan, on whose
TV programmes we appeared. We
did lots of Children's Concerts too, at
which the greatest success was a
special story, 'The Key to the Zoo',
written by humourist Miles Kington,
with music by Stephen Oliver. In the
story we each became an animal
character, with an appropriate hat.
"We toured abroad too, especially in
The Sheba Sound at the Orangery, Holland Park, c1978. L to R: Catherine Smith, Deirdre
Germany, Italy and Arabia. In Italy they Lind, Deirdre Dundas-Grant, Harold Lester
preferred to have a singer with the group,
and we took people such as the contralto
Margaret Cable and the tenor Christopher Underwood. We also played in Holland, and on TV in Flanders.
We broadcast in the UK too - on the BBC music channel Radio 3, but I was also on the talk channel Radio 4,
on 'Woman's Hour'. At the time I had three children under eight as well as my career - quite a new thing back
in 1975 - and this created quite a lot of interest among the listeners, who then wanted to know what our music
sounded like. This led to the BBC financing an LP, many of whose tracks appear here."

KALEIDOSCOPE
Track 1 - Bach, arr. Langford, Gigue
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) has always responded well to arrangements, and he does here too
in this Gigue from his Fifth French Suite, with two oboes in stereo over a rhythm section. "My idea was to
rock up some baroque music, and Gordon Langford arranged four pieces for Pye Records", said
7

Catherine. "In the event only two were released, with no publicity. We had disagreed with their contract,
which didn't go down too well - I think they thought these nice ladies wouldn't bother to read the small
print!" I commented that she herself was playing second oboe on this track - unusual placing for the
leader of the group. "It was no big deal," Catherine replied, "we often swapped round - sometimes in
the middle of a session. It keeps the lips rested."
Track 2 - Hefti, arr. Langford, The Odd Couple
Neal Hefti, who made his name composing and arranging for the Woody Herman and Count Basie
bands, wrote this theme for the 1968 film starring Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau. "I asked Gordon
Langford for an encore piece, and this was his suggestion," said Catherine, "and it shows his genius in
imagining textures, in using his resources in a new way. I love the filigree effect he achieves here, it's so
delicate and witty."
Track 3 - Müller, Zwei Freunde - Polka de Concert
I was amazed to find that this was not an arrangement. "No, it's a genuine 19th Century piece for two
oboes, though I'm sure it was played on other instruments too. My mother used to play in concertparties, and she had lots of this kind of 'drawing-room' music. So I went out looking for more, and came
across this piece in the library of the Royal Academy of Music, of all places. Max Müller wrote it for two
oboes and piano, and Harold Lester added a bassoon part." I asked Catherine where she learned to
play with that central european lilt. "Ah, one of the side benefits of being on tour with Willi Boskovskys
'Viennese Evenings' - I learned it from the real thing!"
Track 4 - Bull, arr. Lester, The King's Hunt
John Bull was born in England in 1562 and died in Antwerp in 1628; the title of this piece suggests that it
comes from his middle years, when he was head of the Gentlemen of the Chapel Royal. The king in
question was probably James I, who was more financially generous to him than Elizabeth I had been.
The piece was originally for keyboard, arranged by Harold Lester for the group, "except for the
harpsichord swirls at the end," Catherine commented, "which Harry improvised."
Track 5 - Traditional Arabic Song, arr. Langford, On the Palm Tree
Was this truly a traditional Arabic song? "Absolutely", said Catherine. "We were doing a tour of the Gulf
States - this was our second one, in 1989. I wanted a group of Arabic songs that would be known in all
those countries, and the headmaster of the English School in Kuwait sent me a book. This I showed to
the United Arab Association in London, and they picked six tunes that they said would be known
throughout the region. Gordon Langford then picked three to arrange, of which this is one. I am playing
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a hand drum my sister had acquired in Africa. We were nervous at performing them - the original music
had no time signatures or bar lines - but they were very well received, and the Royal Oman Symphony
Orchestra School sent us the tape of the concert we did there, which you now hear."
Track 6 - Boyce, Allegro from Sonata no 10 in E minor
William Boyce (1711-79) was a celebrated composer in his time of music for both Church and the
Theatre. His only chamber works are a set of Twelve Sonatas, published in 1747. His fellow-composer
and music historian Charles Burney said that they were "more generally purchased, performed and
admired, than any productions of the kind in this kingdom, except those of Corelli. They were not only in
constant use, as Chamber Music, in private concerts, for which they were originally designed, but in our
theatres, as act-tunes, and public gardens, as favourite pieces, during many years." "I found a set of six
of them in the library of King's College, Cambridge" said Catherine, "though I think they have now been
republished. We had two of them regularly in our repertoire."
Track 7 - Ashlyn, The Bassoon Song
This track is a first for Oboe Classics - a piece of music with no oboe in it. But it's easy to see why this
delightful Music-Hall song had to be included. It stays funny even after repeated listenings, which is not
always the case with this kind of music. J Quentin Ashlyn was a well-known singer and actor at the turn
of the 19th Century, "when the Music Hall would have had a Band, and the Band would have had a
Bassoon," said Catherine. "The piece was later made famous by the bassoonist Archie Camden, and
this recording comes from a Wigmore Hall concert we did called Musical Gigs and Theatrical Digs,
featuring music from the London Theatres. We took a small liberty near the beginning, to mention the
oboe and the cor anglais, but otherwise this is as Music-Hall audiences would have heard it."
Track 8 - Anon, arr. Lester, Can Shee Forgive?
"Although we don't know the composer, this is from the Elizabethan period," said Catherine. "It's a court
dance. Elizabeth loved dancing, she would sometimes go on until four in the morning." This music would
certainly help keep a dancer going, with its sprightly rhythms and cross-rhythms. Harold Lester's
arrangement creates a period sound: two oboes d'amore, blown hard, sound remarkably like shawms.
Tracks 9 and 10 - Two Beatles Songs, arr. Hymas
Tony Hymas is yet another musician crossing musical boundaries. He was pianist for the avante-garde
group The Matrix, and also for Cleo Lane and John Dankworth. He composed a Symphony; and on the
Rock side he worked with Jack Bruce and Jeff Beck. "He's brilliant with what he did with the
harpsichord", said Catherine, "we played these pieces at practically every concert." Certainly, this is not
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just an arrangement, but a re-creation of the originals. For those of us who remember those originals,
the start of Obladi, Oblada is particularly surprising. "Yes, that harpsichord cadenza was a bit of a
shock for some of our harpsichordists, too" said Catherine "- it's really hard to play!"
Track 11 - Purcell, arr. Dods, Two Interludes
Henry Purcell (1659 - 95) - composer, organist and bass and counter-tenor singer - was one of the great
composers of the Baroque period, and one of the greatest English composers; but is represented here by a
sequence of two modest little pieces that would
have been used as interludes between the acts of
two of his 'semi-operas', The Fairy Queen (1692)
and King Arthur (1691). "Marcus Dods was a
conductor and arranger", said Catherine, "and more to the point for us - married Deidre Lind! He
arranged these and other pieces originally as
music for a film about Castles for the British Tourist
Board, scoring it for us (plus a trumpet for the
fanfary bits). Then he made us this concert version."
Track 12 - Runswick, Hawkeye
Daryl Runswick was a chorister at Cambridge,
toured with John Dankworth as bass player and
composer, played bass with the Nash Ensemble and
the London Sinfonietta, sang with Electric Phoenix yes, it's another boundary-crosser who wrote this
piece. "We commissioned a Suite from him called All
That Jazz, of which this is the last movement. The Arts
Council funded it, and also paid for a week's
training in playing in the jazz style." What comes out
is an original, exciting piece, full of off-beat rhythms
and accents in unusual places. And at 2:17 there is
an exciting run for all the instruments. "I can't tell you
how hard that was!", said Catherine, "some hard
things you have to practise them, but once you've got
the hang of them they're fixed. Not this - I had to
practise it every time. But it was worth it."

Track 13 - Byrd, arr. Lester, The Earl of Salisbury's Pavane
William Byrd (1543-1623) belonged to the pioneering generation that built Elizabethan culture. Indeed,
he was described on his death as 'a Father of Musick', and his simple style set the stage for others,
including John Bull (track 4), to build on. Most of his output was choral, but he also wrote a series of
pavanes and galliards for keyboard, from which this is taken. What emerges is a beautifully simple tune.
"He's a genius man", said Catherine. "His choral compositions flow, with voices overlapping each other and so, in its own modest way, does this too."
Track 14 - Henry VIII, arr Richardson, Greensleeves
Although the legend that Henry VIII wrote this piece during his courtship with Ann Boleyn around 1530 is
probably just that - a legend - music did play a prominent part in life at his court. Thirty four
compositions by Henry, mostly songs, have survived. And Greensleeves sounds as if it would have come
from this time; but not in this version. Arranger Neil Richardson starts with a counter melody, and the
tune, when it arrives on the bassoon, has its rhythm changed. The track ends with a trio of two oboes
and rock guitar. This is Greensleeves as you've never heard it! "This arrangement was very useful in our
Children's concerts", remarked Catherine, "we could play Greensleeves in various versions - Tudor,
Contemporary, and this 'rocked-up Baroque'".
Tracks 15 to 19 - Langford, Folk Song Suite
I spoke to Gordon Langford about his folk song suite, first complimenting him on getting such a variety
of sounds from the seemingly intractable combination of oboes, bassoon and harpsichord. "I did
thousands of arrangements", he said " - when I should have been writing my Symphony! Actually, I've
been very lucky, and I was seldom bored." His other activities have included orchestrations for the
Hollywood giants of film music Jerry Goldsmith and also John Williams, whom he remembers with
affection. "A lovely man. Always knew exactly what he wanted." But what about this Suite? "Tabac was in
one of my daughters' flute books, and I've always been fond of it." The little Fisherman was actually
composed later, and was commissioned by Flanders TV. "In Viva and all that I took O sole mio, followed
it with a typical Tarantella at 1:14, and combined them at 1:43. Bonny at Morn is such a lovely melody;
and then we had a lot of fun with Lost Paraguayos. This was a reference to the Latin American group Los
Paraguayos - very popular in the 1970s and ‘80s - but after an energetic start, the bassoon gets lost
[0:18]. Then after a key change she or he gets found by the band and all goes well for a while, with the
harpsichord imitating those South American harps - then they all get lost as they get lower and slower
[1:20]; finally they pull themselves together for the end of the piece. Simple stuff, but good, clean fun!"

The last page of Daryl Runswick's Hawkeye
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Track 20, Couperin, arr. Langford, Les Baricades Mistérieuses
François Couperin (1668-1733) published his second book of Harpsichord pieces in 1717, and this
became one of his popular tunes. Or rather, moods, because the harpsichord is almost pure Couperin,
and Gordon Langford has added melodies in oboes and bassoon as well as the rhythm section. This is
the one track from this set that was released. "I remember we recorded it under the Pye building near
Marble Arch in London", said Catherine. "We were in a tiny little room, and had to play it over and over,
while the engineers got used to the sound of the oboes."
Track 21 - Langford, The Carnival of Venice
"This was another commission from Gordon Langford, written to play at the actual Carnival of Venice"
said Catherine. "We played in the Fenice and other halls around the town." The annual Carnival of
Venice is held in February. "We had wet feet for a week! One reason I've always liked Gordon's
arrangements is the way he juxtaposes different melodies to make something new." In this case a
number of melodies - with Italian connections of course - are shoe-horned into the Carnival framework,
and the spirit of Rossini predominates. I asked Gordon what melodies were actually used. "Well it was a
while ago I wrote this - and I haven't kept my score - but that's the Barber of Seville Overture at the
start." The main theme is announced at 0:34, and continues until
1:05, when the Barcarolle from Offenbach's Tales of Hoffman
appears in the piano. While not actually an Italian opera, one of
Hoffman's Tales involves a Venetian courtesan. "And that music
certainly sounds like Gondolas", commented Gordon. At 1:22 the
cor anglais takes over the melody, while oboe and bassoon play
excerpts from Rossini's Thieving Magpie. At 1:44 there is a bridge
passage, leading to another statement of the tune, this time on
bassoon, while the cor anglais reminds us of Barber of Seville, and
the oboe of one of the most famous solos of all Rossini Overtures The Silken Ladder. All this is interrupted at 2:30 by the well-known
Paganini Caprice, which jostles with the theme until the long, central,
slow section at 2:58. This features an operatic solo for bassoon. "I
know it's Verdi", said Gordon, "but I'm not sure which opera. In any
case, Verdi mingles with the Carnival, with splendid operatic high
bassoon notes at the end. At 4:22, Rossini re-emerges. "I don't think
this is actual Rossini", said Gordon, "but it's in his style." Certainly
there is a typical Rossini-like buildup until 5:11, when a new actor
arrives on the scene. This is Tchaikowsky - the Capriccio Italien, of
course. But the oboes soon bring us back to the Carnival, and to

Rossini. His last appearance is at 5:42, with La Danza (made famous when Resphigi used it in his Suite
La Boutique Fantasque). By 6:08 we are back in pure Carnival, and the piece ends in a sense of high
spirits. "I haven't thought about this piece for a while", said Gordon, "and it's amusing to hear it again."
And so say all of us.
If you think you can improve on this list of musical references, email it to mail@oboeclassics.com. If it is
significantly better than what is posted on the 'more details' page for this CD on www.oboeclassics.com,
you will be awarded a free Oboe Classics CD of your choice, and your information will be posted on the
site. No correspondence can be entered into.

REFLECTIONS
Track 1 - Georg Friedrich Handel (1685-1759), Arrival of the Queen of Sheba
This CD begins the same way as did all The Sheba Sound concerts. "We would walk in playing it", said
Catherine, "and as I said, it's the most famous piece for two oboes, so we picked up on the name. Its
popularity also means that it helps to bridge the gap between classical and pop music. It makes a great
overture." Popular this piece certainly is - the Google search engine has, at the time of writing, more
than 100,000 entries for it - but it is not, technically, an overture. Handel wrote the oratorio Solomon in
1748, seven years after the Messiah, and it portrayed incidents in Solomon's life. Act III describes a visit
by the Queen of Sheba to Solomon's court, and this instrumental Sinfonia is her arrival. At about the
same time, Handel was commissioned by King George II to write what became the Music for the Royal
Fireworks, for which the King said that he "hoped there would be no fidles." The Sheba Sound have
followed his instructions: the oboe parts are unchanged, but the string parts are played on the bassoon
and harpsichord.
Tracks 2 to 4 - Giuseppe San Martini (1700-75), Trio Sonata no 5 in G
Giuseppe San Martini (his last name is also recorded as Sammartini, St Martini, San Martino) is linked
to Handel. Giovanni's father, the french oboist Alexis Saint-Martin, emigrated to Italy, and in 1728
Giuseppe in turn moved to London, where he played in Handel's orchestra. His name is attached to
many of the oboe solos in Handel's opera autographs, and he was said to have possessed a
remarkable tone that approached the quality of the human voice. As a composer, San Martini's music is
rooted in the late Baroque style, though more modern trends such as the three movement style of this
Sonata, can be seen. "I found it in the library of King's College, Cambridge", said Catherine. "The first
movement is open and uncomplicated. The second movement is a kind of aria, with the two oboes

Gordon Langford, photo by Jacqueline Burden
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weaving their sad songs together; and the third
movement is a nice dance with a folksy end."
Certainly this accomplished music is instantly
appealing and well constructed. The composer and
music historian Charles Burney, writing at the time,
praised San Martini's music as being "full of science,
originality, and fire".
Tracks 5 to 11 - David Matthews (b.1943),
Toccatas and Pastorals, Op 13
For a perspective on this piece I talked to the
composer in the garden of his London home. "It was
one of my first commissioned pieces," said David
Matthews. "Up till then I had mostly written pieces for
myself, and then tried to get them played. At school
my brother Colin and I were both obsessed with
composing, but in a rather private way - we showed
our compositions only to each other. I didn't go to
music college, and didn't have that opportunity for
making contacts. So it took me a long time to get to
know other musicians, and I was very pleased when
Catherine Smith approached me. Anthony Burton
from the BBC heard an early performance, and out
of that came a broadcast - the performance on this
CD - and a BBC commission for my Third String
Quartet. This period - 1975/6 - coincided with a new
and productive phase in my composing life, so it all
came together at the right time.

Stravinsky's Symphony in C. But there is a definite introduction, and then the Aria proper starts at 1:00."
The highly effective third movement, Ground, seems to refer further back in musical history, to Purcell, in
its repetitive musical figures. It is scored for oboe d'amore, bassoon and harpsichord. "I wanted to get
as many contrasts as possible," said David, "and in this movement I never use all three instruments
together. They are either solo, or in different paired combinations." There is also, at 0:53, quite a jazzy
harpsichord solo.
If the Aria was not quite what we expect from such a title, the Nocturne must be one of the most literal
night pieces ever written. "I can see that it was influenced by Bartók's night music. And there are bird
songs, which I've gone on to use in later pieces, though more stylized than Messiaen's." So we can't
exactly pinpoint the animals involved, but this movement brilliantly conjures up the sounds and
scrabblings of a wood at night. The scoring, with the oboists playing oboe d'amore and cor anglais,
gives a dark sound, and some unidentifiable creature of the night arrives at 1:55.

David Matthews, photo by Jenifer Wakelyn

"I chose the title because I wanted to write two different kinds of music." The opening Fanfares has a
Toccata-like flourish, with trumpets - or perhaps their predecessor, the cornett? "Yes, this opening refers
back to Monteverdi, via the Stravinsky of the Agon Period, and the Tippett of King Priam." I commented
that the next movement, Aria, the only piece in the suite that uses two oboes, didn't sound like an aria in
the 18th or 19th century sense of that word. "No, it's more like the slow movement of something like
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The Berceuse for wind instruments alone that follows has a kind of ground, but its most noticeable
quality is its beauty - both of the accompaniment for cor anglais and bassoon, and of the oboe melody.
"I've always been interested in melody. I have felt a bit out on a limb - some of my contemporaries have
built illustrious careers without ever writing a proper one! I had a lot of support in my early years from
Nicholas Maw, another composer who isn't afraid to write a tune." We move back to the Toccatas in the
Scherzo that follows, in a fast three with occasional bars of four and five beats to spice things up.
Surprisingly, it has a short fughetta at 0:33. "I've always been fascinated by the idea of writing fugues,
and I'm interested in counterpoint generally. Maybe because I didn't go to music college, I never had to
learn it academically - so for me, it's a delight." The Scherzo fades, and leads us back to the final
movement, which is the same as the opening one, but marked piano, so that the piece ends on a
questioning chord rather than a firm resolution. I asked David how he felt about the piece looking back,
thirty years later. "It's good to hear it again. It's interesting for me to see how I have moved in the
intervening period. It is probably more jagged than I would write now, except for the lyricism in the
Berceuse, which has the kind of modal tonality I might use today. I think that within the medium, and the
limits it sets itself, it is still an interesting piece."
Track 12 - François Couperin (1668-1733),
Les Nations, Deuxième Ordre - Suite L'espagnole (a.k.a. La visionnaire)
This delightful suite is one of Couperin's earliest compositions. He was 24, had been a working organist
since the age of eighteen, married for three years, and had already obtained his first royal privilege to
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François Couperin, engraving (1735) by Jean Jacques Flipart
after André Boüys

print and sell his music - though it was to be another year
before he gained a foothold at the court of the Sun King,
Louis XIV, as organist. Les Nations was a set of four Trio
Sonatas, and Couperin modelled his style on the music of
Corelli. Indeed, his initial lack of confidence led him to have
the manuscript copies distributed under an italianised version
of his name. Their good reception encouraged him to
compose more, and by the time they were published, in
1726, Couperin was happy to own them. Added to the Italian
style is Couperin's thorough grounding in the German
contrapuntalism of Bach and Handel, which gives the music
a solid basis without ever swamping the flights of fancy of the
two top lines. Indeed, the naturalness of those melodic lines,
the gentle tenderness of the slow sections, the rich detail,
mark this out as a French piece, and add to Couperin's
reputation as the most important French composer between
Lully and Rameau. "Of the four Suites, this seemed the one
most suitable for oboes," said Catherine. "The instrumental
parts are not specific, but were probably intended for viols. I
picked six movements out of the total of fourteen - the full
amount, beautiful though they are, might tax the modern
listener, and certainly the players' lips!"

Tracks 13 to 15 - Elizabeth Maconchy (1907-94), Trittico
Anyone familiar with Elizabeth Maconchy's committed, uncompromising musical style might be amazed
at the sheer tunefulness of this piece. I asked her daughter, the composer Nicola LeFanu, for her
comments. "It is very typical Maconchy, although it has a simpler language, more diatonic, than her
string quartets. It was written in 1980 - the seventies and early eighties was a very good period in her
work. This piece is very engaging - at once lively, yet expressive, with energetic rhythmic counterpoint
and long weaving melodic lines." Catherine Smith remembers the composer: "She was a lovely lady! She
was like a nice, warm granny, with a sharp mind - and a great sense of humour. I sent her a recording
of some of our work and she sent back the piece in a week. And she was very flexible - if we couldn't
make something work, she got out her pen and re-wrote it."
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The Preludio begins with an attention-grabbing announcement and a
goblin-like dance, to be interrupted by sinuous melodies from all three
wind instruments from 1:03. "Her Irishness expresses itself in the quirky,
leprechaun-like writing," said Catherine. Nicola pointed out that the
outer movements show Maconchy's long experience in writing for
double reeds, with concerti for both oboe and bassoon as well as the
Oboe Quartet, Quintet and Bagatelles that feature on other Oboe
Classics CDs. The second movement, Ninna Nanna, is the other way
round - it's the sinuous melody that gets interrupted with some not very
pretty music. "Elizabeth Maconchy was interested in us and our
children," said Catherine, "and this movement is a lullaby. Unfortunately
the baby wakes up and screams [1:07], but soon settles down again."
"This is an idea Maconchy had used in her earlier opera 'The Three
Strangers'," said Nicola - "associating the oboe with a baby, both for a
lullaby, and for the plangent cries when it wakes up."

Elizabeth Maconchy,
photo © Lionel Cherrualt

The Finale is hectic. "Maconchy wanted it as fast as possible," said Catherine,
"and since we were in canon the whole way, the counting was fiendish." I commented that it made for an
exciting ending. "For the listener, maybe - for me it's stressful, I can still remember that counting!"
Tracks 16 to 19 - Michelangelo Jerace (1730-c1793), Sinfonia no 2 in E minor
After this, the restful tones of Michelangelo Jerace come as a gentle relief. "I found a set of Trio Sonatas
in the library of the Naples Conservatory," said Catherine. "His name is pronounced Herache, and it
comes from the Isle of Capri. There are so many Italian Baroque composers, but Jerace's music is worth
reviving because he has a very unusual, very lyrical style. Right from the first movement you can tell he's
from southern Italy, it sounds like a song." The second movement has a fugue-like structure but, like
Couperin, Jerace wears his counterpoint lightly, never allowing it to destroy the beauty of the line, and
the interweaving of the two oboes. It finishes unusually, with a suspension, a pregnant pause, and a
quick finish.
The third movement starts unusually, too, with a beautiful duet for just the two oboes before the continuo
enters. The movement continues with some beautiful suspensions, using the same relatively simple
material. "But it never meanders," said Catherine, "everything he writes is always going somewhere."
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The fourth movement is full of bounce, and as well
as four and six bar phrases, includes one of eleven
bars, starting at 0:27. "He's an experimenter," said
Catherine. "He takes liberties; this movement has
such energy. Then at 1:39 he comes to a sudden
stop, has some beautiful chords, starts again - but
he plays with us by stopping yet again before going
on to the true ending. Maybe these sudden changes
of mood give him something in common with
Maconchy after all."

Biographies of the principal players
Oboes

Better version needed

Jean-Michel Damase
Tracks 20 to 24 - Jean-Michel Damase
(b1928), Suite pour Quatre
"This composition really started with the music
publisher Lemoine," said Catherine. "We were planning a French programme, including Couperin, and
they sent some scores along from young composers. I asked them if we could commission Damase and
they (and he) said yes, much to our surprise and delight. What's more, the French Ministry of Culture
financed it. We played this Suite frequently, at the Wigmore Hall and recorded it for the BBC." Damase
had already written many chamber works for wind, notably the 17 Variations for wind quintet of 1951,
and all his works show a deep knowledge of the possibilities of instruments. "This is French music with all
its delightful characteristics: joie de vivre, humour, charm," said Catherine; "there are technical
challenges for the player, but not the listener."

The opening Andante has an intriguing start, speeding up at 0:58 to a jaunty amble that is so typical of
French wind writing. The ending is beautifully judged. The Allegro is so full of incident it's hard to realise
that it lasts less than a minute. The Moderato that follows is the slowest movement, and also the longest; the
instrumental entries form cascades, and weave a beautiful, sad song. The Scherzando is a delightful,
skipping movement. "Damase loves to leap around. This was really hard to keep the tuning in all octaves it is written at the extremes of our registers. As I studied in Paris, I know that french oboists love a challenge
when they are playing." The Finale is a romp, with varieties of mood cleverly engineered; at the end there
is a brief reminder of the work's opening, and the piece ends with a Gallic shrug of the shoulders.

Catherine Smith was Janet Craxton's first pupil at the Royal Academy of Music. She won the E F
James prize for Wind Instruments and a Countess of Munster Scholarship to study with Robert Casier in
Paris for 2 years. She was co-principal oboe and cor anglais at Sadlers Wells Opera from 1961-64. As a
freelance player based in London she played regularly with chamber orchestras such as the English
Chamber Orchestra and the London Mozart Players, and symphony orchestras such as the London
Philharmonic Orchestra and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
Catherine taught at Whitgift School, Eton college, Charterhouse and many other schools. She coached
the Kent Youth Orchestra and taught at Dartington College. She was a member of ISM performers panel
and a member and then Chairperson of the Southern Arts music panel and brought up three sons.
In 1975 she founded The Sheba Sound. Following excellent national press notices the group played for the next
22 years in most of the Festivals and music clubs in the British Isles, on radio and TV as well as doing frequent
schools and young peoples concerts. They also performed in ten different countries, always explaining and
presenting their music in the native language of the audience. As well as delving into libraries in search of
good unpublished baroque works, she commissioned composers including Nigel Osborne, Buxton Orr, John
Addison, Edwin Roxburgh Jonathan Harvey and Carl Davis as well as the works featured on these CDs.
Realising that oboists cannot continue to play forever she trained part time as a counsellor and
psychotherapist from 1979 to 1987 while continuing to work as a performer. She was also the first student
counsellor in a music college, at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, also lecturing in Group Dynamics
to music therapists and teaching Life Skills to opera students there. She completed a 3 year study into 'The
effects of Psychological Stress on the Success and Failure of Music Conservatoire students', and 1987 onwards
she published papers and presented talks and workshops at conferences and seminars and on radio on her
research amongst musicians. She is honorary research fellow of the British Performing Arts Medicine Trust. In
1997 she stopped playing and between 1999-2003 taught Life Skills on the Jerwood course for Young
Principals at English National Opera, and also became a Family Mediator working with family lawyers. She
has had a private practice for 20 years where most of her patients are in the performing or creative arts.
Catherine is still exploring new areas of life; she is now learning to make ceramics.
Deirdre Lind was born in Glasgow, and has been a pianist as long as she can remember. At the Royal
Scottish Academy of Music she was told to take up the oboe, and - amazed at only having to play one
note at a time - was soon principal oboe in the orchestra. She then studied with Janet Craxton at the
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Royal Academy of Music in London; during one lesson the Haifa Symphony Orchestra rang up asking
for a principal oboist, and Janet offered her the job. She was subsequently sub-principal oboe with the
Scottish National Orchestra (1965-1966) and principal oboe with the BBC Concert Orchestra (19661969). She played with the Sheba Sound until 1881, and was subsequently a freelance musician in the
London area. She taught the piano (Suzuki method), and was an examiner for the Associated Board of
the Royal Schools of Music. She has two daughters and one son.
Sandra Mackay was born in Aberdeen, Scotland, and began learning the violin at the age of five. At
school she was given the opportunity of playing the oboe, and eventually won a scholarship to the Royal
Academy of Music, where she studied with Michael Dobson. Whilst there, Sandra performed in
chamber ensembles, and her interest in contemporary music began. Her freelance career has included
playing with all the major London orchestras including the Philharmonia and the BBC Symphony
Orchestra, and she was for many years Principal Oboe of English National Ballet. Sandra has toured
with Julie Andrews and Cliff Richard, is no stranger to West End shows, and can be heard on television
theme music such as Blackadder 3 and Red Dwarf. She is personnel manager of Sinfonica Britannia,
which has performed Bugs Bunny on Broadway and Ivor Novello in San Francisco as well as in the UK.

Bassoons
Deirdre Dundas-Grant was a founder member of the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain, and
studied at the Royal Academy of Music (where she is now a Fellow). She began her career in the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra - first as second bassoon, then as principal. She was principal
bassoon in the BBC Concert Orchestra from 1961-9. As a freelance bassoonist she has performed with
all the major London orchestras, and chamber orchestras such as the London Bach Orchestra, the
Menuhin Festival Orchestra and the Academy of St Martin in the Fields. As a chamber musician, she was
a founder member of the Portia Wind Ensemble, and undertook many chamber music concerts and solo
recitals. She has made arrangements of music for wind instruments, written many articles, and has been
Chairman of the British Double Reed Society and the Royal Society of Musicians.
Nicholas Hunka studied at the Royal College of Music with Archie Camden. A year after leaving, he was
principal bassoon with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra; he was a member of the London
Symphony Orchestra from 1979 to 2005 and is now freelancing and teaching. He has appeared as soloist with
the CBSO, BBC Midland Light Orchestra, BBC Northern Ireland Orchestra, Orchestra da Camera, Philomusica
of London, Bristol Sinfonia and the Guildford Philharmonic Orchestra. He is Professor of bassoon at the Royal
College of Music, RCM Junior Department, Birmingham Conservatoire and the National Youth Orchestra of
Great Britain. He is probably the only player in the world who, over the years, has played all 5 bassoon parts
to Stravinky's Rite of Spring with professional orchestras and is certainly the only bassoonist to have performed
the comic variations Lucy Long for solo bassoon in La Fenice Opera House, Venice.
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Harpsichords
Harold Lester enjoys a career in numerous aspects of the music profession - as a pianist, accompanist,
harpsichordist, organist, repetiteur, composer, conductor and director, working in the international scene
with many international conductors, singers and instrumentalists. He has been principal keyboard player
with the London Symphony Orchestra, the BBC Symphony Orchestra, the London Sinfonietta, the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra and the Philharmonia, and has also performed with the English Chamber
Orchestra, the London Mozart Players and other chamber orchestras. He has also conducted and
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directed some of these orchestras, and has worked as a repetiteur with Covent Garden, ENO and other
opera companies. He was professor of baroque music at Kingston University and has given harpsichord
master classes in France and Italy. Among his instrument collection is a rare original Portuguese Fortepiano,
c1750 with a Cristofori action, on which he has given lecture recitals, concerts and broadcasts.
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Alastair Ross is artistic director of Concerto delle Donne, a three-soprano group which has released
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David Owen Norris's optimistic temperament has led him to sample many facets of the musical world.
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Professor of Music in the City of London, a presenter of many musical series on BBC Radios 3 and 4,
and - thanks to a mishearing on the telephone - harpist for the Royal Shakespeare Company. He was an
organ scholar at Oxford University, which he left with a First, a composition scholarship and a funny
accent. He studied in Paris and Vienna, and he spent eighteen years as student, scholar and professor
at the Royal Academy of Music. Resigning by accident, he spent the better part of a decade in America
as the first Gilmore Artist, a 'stealth' award that crept up on him all unbeknowing. The twenty-first
century finds him a Research Fellow at Southampton University and a Professor at the Royal College of
Music. He much regrets he is not a better singer.
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leaving, he was principal bassoon with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra; he was a member of the
London Symphony Orchestra from 1979 to 2005 and is now freelancing and teaching. He has appeared as
soloist with the CBSO, BBC Midland Light Orchestra, BBC Northern Ireland Orchestra, Orchestra da Camera,
Philomusica of London, Bristol Sinfonia and the Guildford Philharmonic Orchestra . He is Professor of bassoon
at the Royal College of Music, RCM Junior Department, Birmingham Conservatoire and the National Youth
Orchestra of Great Britain. He is probably the only player in the world who, over the years, has played all 5
bassoon parts to Stravinky's 'Rite of Spring' with professional orchestras and is certainly the only bassoonist to
have performed the comic variations 'Lucy Long' for solo bassoon in La Fenice Opera House.
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